Create, Print & Progress

Can you create a stamp to sum up your values?
values?

Learning Outcomes
Team Work
Working with Laura Felicity
Design we have developed
Create, Print & Progress. A fun
and creative team build using
Lino Printing to motivate your
team as they work together
towards a common goal - an
overall piece of art created
through collaboration and in turn
a vision for the future.

Creative Thinking
Skill Sharing
Time Management
Delegation
Working towards a common goal

Client Feedback

The aim of this workshop is to
develop teamwork, relationships
and idea sharing; and to help
form an enthusiastic and creative
outlook.

"I really enjoyed the Workshop, it was a
great way to bond with colleagues whilst
doing something creative. I'd really
recommend it to others!".

The team build is split into 3 key
sections:

“A great hit and enjoyed by all the
Commercial Team at the Fairtrade
Foundation – who knew we had it in us to be
so artistic!? The workshop was a great way
for us to work together, outside of our
normal working environment.”

Values
Each small teams will design and
create lino stamps that are
themed around your company’s
ethics and values.

Teams then bring these together
to create a masterpiece based
on the company logo,
encompassing the values
printed in company colours.
Future History
With creativity now following this
is your chance to get your teams
input into the future of the
company.
Working as a larger team they
are tasked with creating a
printed timeline to show future
milestones as they discuss how
the company will evolve and
grow.
Just for fun
Working either in teams or solo,
employees create individual
stamps and print individual
outcomes such as paper
stationery, with an array of
coloured inks and papers to
choose from.

Create, Print & Progress has been developed in partnership with Laura Felicity Design
who co-host every event with the Sunflower team.
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